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WRITING FOR CHANGE with Elizabeth Glenn-Copeland 
 

 

 
 

 

🦅 NOTES ON DEVELOPING A SUCCESSFUL WRITING PRACTICE 🦅 

Set a time to write each day and always show up / Be amazed, curious, daring / Observe and experience 

what is around you / Fall in love with your imagination / Write from your senses / Writing is serious work 

so do it playfully / Let yourself fail / Fall in love with language / Show don’t tell / Read great writers and 

be inspired / Read poor writers and learn / Don’t try to write and edit at the same time / Read your drafts 

out loud / Say yes to the muse when she appears / When she doesn’t appear, write anyway 🌼 

 

🦋 FOR the LOVE of GAIA—SUGGESTED READING 🦋 

ACTIVE HOPE: How to Face the Mess We're in without Going Crazy / Joanna Macy & Chris Johnstone 

BRAIDING SWEETGRASS: Indigenous Wisdom, Scientific Knowledge, and the Teachings of Plants / 

Robin Wall Kimmerer 

 

TWO-EYED SEEING: The gift of multiple perspective treasured by many Aboriginal peoples, it is the 

requisite Guiding Principle in Integrative Science work, as well as Integrative Transcultural, 

Transdisciplinary or Collaborative work. http://www.integrativescience.ca/Principles/TwoEyedSeeing/ 

 

     

 

Elizabeth is a writer, theater artist and arts educator whose work over the last four decades has evolved at 

the intersection of arts and social justice. Her writing has appeared in Forge Journal, Deep Times Journal 

and Resilience magazine, to name a few. Her novella, JAZZ: Nature’s Improvisation was shortlisted for 

the 2015 ReLit Award. A residency at the Joggins Fossil Institute in 2018 resulted in a 63 page narrative 

poem, Daring to Hope at the Cliff’s Edge: Pangea’s Dream Remembered. She lives near the shore in 

N.B. with her husband, musician Beverly Glenn-Copeland. Please reach out to Elizabeth via her website. 

https://www.elizabethcopeland.ca/daring-to-hope-at-the-cliffs-edge.html  

http://www.integrativescience.ca/Principles/TwoEyedSeeing/
https://www.elizabethcopeland.ca/daring-to-hope-at-the-cliffs-edge.html
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About Gloria 'Glowz' O'koye 

 

From Toronto, Ontario. Gloria is a dedicated short story writer for 18 plus years and the author 

of ‘A Kintsugi Memoir’ & ‘Hood Chronicles’. Getting exposed to various lifestyles, her writing 

reflects on her personal experience and the lives of people surrounding her. Also passionate 

about building relationships with different communities, she has been an active member in 

community engagements across the GTA since 2010. She is currently contributing poetry in the 

Toronto Caribbean Newspaper and an emerging art educator in TDSB for One Mic Educators. 
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Our art will save lives, our voices tell the untold stories of our communities.  

 

Art has always been essential when it came to advocacy, passing on knowledge and messages 

throughout time. I try my best to bring awareness to different social issues such as mental 

health, human trafficking, incarceration, gentrifications, shedding light to barriers that 

marginalized communities face daily and much more.   

 

My writing journey always had 1-2 year hiatuses and I found that ‘The Artist Way’ by Julia 

Cameron really helped me a lot with the daily exercises and was able to help me dig deeper into 

my own insecurities and writer blocks. Creating and decorating your own writer’s space will help 

you focus on writing. I love to write at specific spots during my morning and evening hikes, and 

also on the buses and trains I put on instrumentals and favourite music to write. Never rush the 

process and try not to throw away any work that you may not be satisfied with at the moment 

and put it in a folder. 

 

Stay connected!  

 

I got some projects coming up if you are interested in keeping up to date.  

 

Instagram  @author_glowz @g.l._glowz  
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WALI SHAH 

SPEAKER | POET | ACTIVIST 

 

 

 

Expression Session Overview 

 

BIO 

 

As one of RBC ’s Top 25 Canadian Immigrants, Wali Shah is a poet and  

motivational speaker. He’s delivered TED talks, narrated voice overs for 

commercials, and spoken at hundreds of schools and colleges across Canada. 

 

Wali’s journey as an artist began in his hometown, as he was named the City 

of Mississauga’s official poet. Since then, Wali has toured Canada coast to 

coast as a WE Day performer, worked with Fortune 500 companies such as 

Microsoft, and graduated from the University of Toronto. 

 

From being featured on TV with Selena Gomez, to inspiring thousands to 

follow him on social media: Wali uses his platform for positive change. He’s 

performed for President Barack Obama, Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, Seth Rogen, 

and he's even freestyled with hip hop artist, Kendrick Lamar.  
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WORKSHOP GOALS 

 

- Celebrate youth voice 

- Encourage collaboration 

- Create safe environments to share narratives 

- Exposure and engagement to a positive coping strategy  

- Creatively taking action on social issues 

 

INTENT 

 

I want individuals to build strong, meaningful relationships with each other. 

To look beyond what they see on the outside, or on social media, and respect 

each other on a deeper level. I want them to experiment with an art form that 

they can use to express their ideas and use as a coping strategy when 

struggling with bullying, or mental well-being. This program is intended to 

start the discussion, and simply introduce ideas. We will write individual 

pieces, and can work in small groups. 

 

 

OVERVIEW 

 

- 60 minute block / session  

- 20-30 individuals /session  

- Work towards using prompts to write individual or collaborative pieces 

- Provide an opportunity to share their work 

 

LOGISTICS & ITEMS NEEDED 

 

- Paper and pens/device(s) for writing 

- Internet video communications program 
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CONTENT BREAKDOWN 

 

INTRODUCTION & PERFORMANCE 

 

Performing a piece for the audience to introduce the activity. Sharing my 

journey as a writer, and how I use writing as an outlet to share my narrative. 

I’ll talk briefly about literary devices and what makes good content. 

 

+5 MINUTES 

 

WRITING & INSTRUCTION 

 

Individuals will be asked to write a story and aim for approx one page of work: 

I will supply a few prompts that spark discussion to help students get started. 

I will work the room as the students begin to craft a poem, prose, song, or 

story. 

 

+35 MINUTES 

 

SHARING YOUR STORY 

 

Individuals will be given time to read and edit their work. I will continue to 

support with any questions or feedback on any aspect of their writing.  

 

All attendees will be encouraged to share their work with the class, but not 

forced. The emphasis is on creating a positive and respectful space for 

sharing. This will be a great way for peers to deeply understand and support 

each other. 

 

+20 MINUTES 

 

Total Time: Approx. 60 Minutes 




